CertainTeed

Polymer Shake and Shingle Siding

The Best Appearance
1 Six Classic Styles
s

Designed for whole house
applications or accents,
Cedar Impressions® offers
natural looking cedar shingle
siding without the expense and
heavy maintenance of wood.

distinctive patterns of randomly sized boards
or the appearance of a finely crafted finish

2	TrueTexture

Finish Molded
from Real Cedar Shingles
™

s

	Superior grain texture

s

	Shingle definition provides authentic
shingle appearance

3
Cedar Impressions offers
seven styles and a designer
color palette including rich
deep hues. Superior grain
texture molded from real
cedar shingles.

Add the timeless appeal of sawn wood, the

4

Durable Thick Polymer Panels
s

 ides wall imperfections better than
H
thinner panels

s

 erfection and Half-Round
P
Shingles: average .100" thickness

s

Rough-Split Shakes: .125" thick

More pliable material
s

	Allows for easier trimming

s

	Adds flexibility and
impact resistance

s

	Easy maintenance, never
needs painting

5

Grain Texture on Full Overlap
s

Provides a uniform grain
appearance at the seams

6

Deep Panel Projection
s

Creates distinctive shadow lines
and shingle definition

s

Perfection and Half-Round
Shingles: 3/4" projection

s

7

Rough-Split Shakes: 1" projection

Unique Random Shingle Gaps
s

	Hides variation in lap gaps to
eliminate potential patterning

8 	Random Shingle Widths

and Lengths
s 	Adds to architectural detail

9	Grain Texture on Butt
and Shingle Gaps
s

Provides authentic natural appearance

10 	Tapered Gaps
s

	Delivers realistic look

The Easiest Installation
11 Straight-Up Installation

12	Exclusive Positive Lock
s	
Notched

side laps allow
you to push in and
straight-up to lock the
panel securely – just
like traditional vinyl siding!

s

	Helpful in tight spaces and
when finishing off a course

s	Self-supporting,

friction lock

13 	QuickReference

™

Nail Mark Indicators

s	
No

s

s	
Lead-in

s

need to hold panel
while nailing
guide ensures
engagement

s	
Allows

easy-to-use nailing guide

	No measuring needed
for correct panel nailing

for band board shrinkage

17	Patented Panel
Thermometer™
s

	Displays panel temperature!

s

	Easy-to-use temperature gauge

s

	The brightest cell indicates
panel temperature

s

	Industry exclusive

	Increases installation accuracy,
decreasing call backs

18 	Authentic Mitered
Cornerposts

s

	Secure fit corner which
mates with face and
butt of shingles

s

	Easy-to-install positive
lock and deep pocket
return leg

14 	Reinforced Ribs on Nail Slots

and Lock Tabs
s 	Provide improved lock strength

15

Extra Long Top Lock Tabs
s 	Create an easier locking panel

16 	QuickReference

™

Panel

Cut Indicators

s

and holding power

	Improves speed and
ease of installation

Double 7" Straight Edge
Perfection Shingle
in terra cotta

19 	Oversized Perimeter
Side Lock Tabs
s

	Help create seamless appearance

s

	Allow for fast and easy panel
engagement

s

	Offer greater tab strength and less
breakage

s

	Extended lead-in allows for ease
of installation

20

Shingle Repair Clip
s 	Available
separately for
easy panel
replacement

Staggered
		 Rough-Split

Siding:

Double 9" Staggered Rough-Split Shakes in natural clay

Trim:

Cedar Impressions Mitered Corner Posts, Vinyl Carpentry® & Restoration Millwork®

A Family of Shake & Shingle Siding
The timeless appeal of wood is painstakingly recreated in Cedar Impressions’ classic styles.
Each is designed to capture the look of freshly sawn wood, the distinctive patterns of randomly sized
boards, and a finely crafted finished appearance.

Perfection Shingles: Distinctively Crafted
Triple 5" Straight Edge
Perfection Shingles

Light Maple

Double 7" Straight Edge
Perfection Shingles

Sterling Gray

Rough Split Shakes: Ruggedly Beautiful
Double 7" Straight Edge
Rough-Split Shakes

Double 9" Staggered
Rough-Split Shakes

Double 7" Staggered
Perfection Shingles

Pacific Blue

TrueTexture

™

TrueTexture finish molded from
real cedar shingles gives Cedar
Impressions® the natural look of
cedar shingle siding without the
expense and heavy maintenance
of wood.

Scan with your smart phone QR
Reader to learn more about our
exclusive TrueTexture process.
™

Sable Brown

Natural Clay

If you do not have a QR Reader on your mobile
device, download the free CertainTeed QR Reader
at http://certainteed.com/qr/

Triple 5" Straight Edge Perfection Shingles and Mitered Cornerpost
triple 5"
exposure

60"
3/4" panel projection .100" thick

Double 7" Straight Edge Perfection Shingles and Mitered Cornerposts
double 7"
exposure

48"
3/4" panel projection .100" thick

Double 7" Staggered Perfection Shingles and Mitered Cornerpost
double 7"
exposure

48"
3/4" panel projection .100" thick

Double 7" Straight Edge Rough-Split Shakes and Mitered Cornerpost
double 7"
exposure

57"
1" panel projection .125" thick

Double 9" Staggered Rough-Split Shakes and Mitered Cornerpost

double 9"
exposure

57"
1" panel projection .125" thick

Double 6-1/4" Half-Round Shingles

double 6-1/4"
exposure

32"
3/4" panel projection .100" thick

Straight-Edge
& Staggered 				

		 Perfection

Siding:

Double 7" Straight Edge Perfection Shingles (1st floor)
and Double 7" Staggered Perfection Shingles (2nd floor)
in mountain cedar with Half-Round Shingles in spruce and suede

Trim:

Vinyl Carpentry® & Restoration Millwork®

			

Finishing Touches
The real beauty of wood is often revealed in the details.
With Cedar Impressions, details come to life with
two distinctive lines of decorative trim. Each offers
unlimited possibilities for defining a home’s
personality with finely crafted accents and
dramatic finishing touches.
Mitered Outside
Cornerposts
Add a beautiful finishing touch
to your siding. Available in all
styles except Half-Rounds.

Half-Round Shingle Accents
Half-Round Shingles work beautifully
with all siding styles and add a distinctive
touch to any home.

Inside Mitered
Cornerpost
Works with
Double 7"
Perfection Shingles.

90°

45°

Inside & Outside Mitered
Bay Window Cornerpost
Designed to work with
Double 7" Straight Edge
Perfection Shingles around
bay windows.

Restoration Millwork
Wrapped Column and
Routed Trimboard

Vinyl Carpentry
Cornice Molding and
Restoration Millwork
Rake Profile

Mitered Oustside
Cornerpost

Restoration Millwork
One-piece Corner

Restoration Millwork — The Ultimate Finish!
®

With Restoration Millwork, CertainTeed offers solutions that
meet the needs of both professionals and homeowners.
Restoration Millwork trim makes a statement of authenticity on
any home’s exterior; it cuts, mills, shapes and routes like the finest
top-grade lumber. But, because it’s made from cellular PVC,
Restoration Millwork will outlast wood.

Versatility

Superior Performance

Available in sheets
and decorative trim
for custom creations
or pre-made products
for easy installation.

Low maintenance and no worries about
rotting, warping, moisture or insects.

Custom Colors

Can be easily painted with
Sherwin-Williams VinylSafe
paint colors to complement
with all exterior siding colors.
™

TrueTexture
Finish

Smooth
Finish

*See Installation Guidelines RM003
for painting instructions.

Vinyl Carpentry

®

Around every corner, and from every
angle, Vinyl Carpentry decorative trim
offers a broad choice of accessories to
accent a Cedar Impressions exterior
design. Available in a wide assortment
of contrasting and coordinating colors,
these beautiful trim elements never
need painting.

Perfection Shingles and
Cornice Molding in
ivy green with colonial
white 3-1/2" Lineals.

 ecorative Trim accents
D
include Crown Molding,
3-1/2" Lineals and
5" Perfection Mitered
Cornerposts.

Vinyl Carpentry Beaded
SuperCorner and
J-channel in
colonial white.
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Double 6-1/4" Half-Round Shingles

Double 9" Staggered Rough-Split Shakes

Pacific Blue		

Double 7" Straight Edge Rough-Split Shakes

Double 7" Staggered Perfection Shingles

Double 7" Straight Edge Perfection Shingles

Triple 5" Straight Edge Perfection Shingles

• •
• •
Ivy Green 		
• •
Forest		
• •
Autumn Red		
• •
Terra Cotta		
• •
Mountain Cedar
• • •
Hearthstone
• • •
Spruce		
• •
Charcoal Gray		
• •
Flagstone		
• •
Granite Gray
• • •
Cypress
• • •
Buckskin
• • •
Natural Clay
• • •
Suede
• • •
Seagrass
• • •
Savannah Wicker
• • •
Sterling Gray
• • •
Bermuda Blue		
•
Green Tea		
•
Sandpiper
• • •
Light Maple
• • •
Desert Tan
• • •
Herringbone
• • •
Heritage Cream
• • •
Autumn Yellow
• • •
Sandstone Beige
• • •
Snow
• • •
Colonial White
• • •
Sable Brown		
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Start exploring preset color combinations
and create your own custom exterior with
on-line, interactive tools, designed to
help you “Visualize Your Home”.
Start now at certainteed.com/colortools

Confidence worth building on.

™

ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER CERTAINTEED PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS:
®

R o o f i n g • S i d i n g • t r i m • d e c k i n g • r a i l i n g • FENCE • f o u n d a t i o n s
GYPSUM • ceilings • IN S ULATION • P I P E
www.certainteed.com

http://blog.certainteed.com
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